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[3] approaches. Measurements reveal that the Q’s of ellip-
tic disks vary with ellipse aspect ratio (AR) defined as the 
major axis length a to the minor axis b, shown in Fig. 1(c). 
Specifically, a 95-MHz ellipse with AR = 1.2 (a/b = 
21.91 μm/18.26 μm) exhibits the lowest Q, while one with 
AR = 1.6 and beyond restores the Q to equal or sometimes 
exceed that of a circular disk with AR = 1. 

 

ADVANTAGES OVER PREVIOUS 
RESOSWITCHES 

Fig. 1 compares the present elliptic design in (c) with 
previously-demonstrated displacement amplifying meth-
ods based on (a) energy-balanced coupling of asymmetric 
disk array-composites [1]; and (b) stiffness engineering via 
strategic geometrical cuts [2] [3].  

The disk array resoswitch of Fig. 1(a) generates dis-
placement gain by coupling an input disk array-composite 
to an output one (using a single disk in Fig. 1(a)) via a quar-
ter-wavelength beam that effectively balances the energy 
on both sides. Since the stiffness of the 4-disk half-wave-
length-coupled input array (nin = 4) in Fig. 1(a) is four times 
larger than that of the single output disk (nout = 1), the out-
put disk must move more than the input ones to possess 
equal energy—specifically, √nin nout⁄  = 2× more—thereby 
providing displacement gain. So far, the only demonstrated 
such mechanical circuit of [1] utilized radial mode disk res-
onators, which constrained its Q to only 10,500. Based on 
[8], a wine-glass disk based version should do much better, 
but this has yet to be demonstrated. 

 On the other hand, the slotted-disk of Fig. 1(b) gener-
ates displacement gain by cutting slots along one axis (i.e., 
the output axis) of a wine glass disk thereby lowering the 
stiffness in that direction, hence raising its displacement 
relative to that along the orthogonal input axis. The result: 
displacement amplification in a single mechanical struc-
ture. Unfortunately, the slots induce higher energy losses at 
the slot-induced stressed corners, which degrade Q to 
~10,000, which is many times smaller than commonly ex-
hibited by non-slotted wine-glass disks. 

The elliptic resoswitch of Fig. 1(c) basically engineers 
stiffness in a similar manner as the device of Fig. 1(b), ex-
cept without the use of slots. Instead, it effects differences 
in orthogonal axial stiffness via geometric ratioing of the 
ellipse aspect ratio AR (a/b), where the smaller stiffness 
along its longer output axis yields a larger displacement 
than that along its shorter, hence stiffer, input axis. Unlike 

the slotted disk, the elliptic disk avoids the energy-consum-
ing stress corners of slots, allowing it to retain high Q. Fig. 
3 compares the FEM-simulated mode shapes of the new 
design in (c) with those of (a) a conventional wine-glass 
disk and (b) the slotted disk, showing no displacement gain 
in (a), but (by red coloring) ample output displacement gain 
for both the slotted and the elliptic disks.  

 

DISPLACEMENT GAIN MODELING 
Unlike a slotted-disk, for which displacement gain de-

pends on the size, location, as well as shape of its slots, 
making modeling very complex; the elliptic disk presents a 
much simpler structure, for which displacement gain de-
pends only on its geometric aspect ratio AR and the Poisson 
ratio ν of its structural material. A semi-empirical model 
based on FEA that predicts the displacement gain as a func-
tion of these two parameters takes the form 

Gdisp=AR-4.73ν+2.626 (1) 

The basic form of (1) derives from knowledge that a purely 
circular disk (AR = 1) has an orthogonal axis displacement 
gain of one regardless of the value of Poisson ratio. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Elliptic displacement amplifiers were fabricated using 

a polysilicon surface micromachining process similar to 
that of [8]. Table 1 summarizes the designs, which span AR 
values from 1 to 2. Note that all elliptic disk designs have 
a fixed ellipse area of 400π μm2 (i.e., πab) and their result-
ant resonance frequencies span from 96.5 MHz for AR = 1 
to 82.4 MHz for AR = 2. Fig. 4(a) presents the SEM of one 
such fabricated elliptic device with AR = 1.6. 

 

 
Fig. 3: FEM simulated mode shapes comparing displace-
ments along input and output axes for (a) a conventional 
wine-glass disk resonator; (b) a slotted-disk displacement 
amplifier; and (c) an elliptic disk. 

 
Fig. 4: (a) SEM of a fabricated polysilicon elliptic disk 

with an AR of 1.6. Measurement set-up for extracting dis-

placement gain is indicated. (b) Measured transmissions 

obtained via the device and set-up in (a), exhibiting a dis-

placement gain ~2.04 and a measured Q over 100,000. 
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Devices like this were measured under 10-5 Torr vac-
uum provided by a turbo pump using the indicated circuit, 
where one input electrode is connected to port 1, and the 
other input electrode and the output electrode are connected 
to port 2 and 3, respectively. Fig. 4(b) presents measured 
frequency transmissions between two input ports (S21) 
(blue) and between the input and output ports (S31) (red) 
of an elliptic disk with AR = 1.6, where the transmitted 
power difference between the two peaks indicates a dis-
placement gain of ~2.04. 

Fig. 5 plots measured displacement gain as a function 
of aspect ratio AR varying from 1 (a purely circular disk) to 
2 alongside predictions by FEA and Eq. (1) (with ν = 
0.226), showing good agreement. Here, a single elliptic 
disk with AR=2 achieves a displacement gain up to ~3. 

Fig. 6 plots the frequency shift versus electrical-stiff-
ness tuning voltage applied at the input electrode (VB1, blue 
curve) and the output electrode (VB2, red curve), where the 
larger frequency shift of the latter confirms lower stiffness 
along the output axis. Fig. 7 presents measured frequency 
responses taken at the output electrode of an 89-MHz ellip-
tic resoswitch as a function of increasing input voltage, 
showing the expected peak flattening as the elliptic disk 
impacts the output electrode. 
 
ELLIPTIC DISK Q 

Fig. 8 plots measured Q as a function of AR for several 
elliptic disks spanning 82.4-96.5 MHz on three different 
dies, indicating similar Q variations regardless of their Q 
magnitudes. Interestingly, when AR = 1.2 Q drops consist-
ently from that of a conventional circular wine glass disk 
(AR = 1), but increases afterwards as the AR rises. 

The measured Q of 100,000 for a 96-MHz AR=1 cir-
cular disk is short of the expected intrinsic Q limit, most 
likely due to a combination of anchor loss and phonon-pho-
non interaction loss [9] [10] [11]. Since phonon-phonon in-
teraction energy loss is less influenced by geometry, the re-
duction in Q as AR changes from 1 to 1.2 likely results from 
anchor dissipation. In particular, the center stem dissipates 

Table 1: Summary of Elliptic Disk Designs 

a, b (μm2) ab = 400  
Thickness h (μm) 3  
Stem Radius (μm) 1 
Stem Height (μm) 0.7 
Aspect Ratio AR 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

Frequency (MHz) 96.49 95.36 92.68 89.31 85.79 82.40 

 
Fig. 5: Comparison of displacement gains as a function of 
aspect ratio obtained from measurement, FEA, and pre-
diction using (1). 

 

Fig. 6: Measured frequency shifts with tuning voltages ap-
plied on input (VB1) versus on output (VB2), where the 
lower mechanical stiffness along the output axis yields a 
larger tuning range. 
 

 
Fig. 7: Measured input to output frequency response spec-
tra as a function of input drive voltage, showing flattening 
and bandwidth widening of the response at the onset of 
impacting. 

 
Fig. 8: Measured Q versus aspect ratio from three dies. 
Here, AR=1 corresponds to a circular disk, while higher 
AR’s indicate ellipses. AR=1.2 presents the lowest Q 
while AR>1.6 seems to be able to recover Q back to that 
of a circular disk. 
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energy into the substrate via z-directed motion perpendicu-
lar to the substrate surface, as illustrated in Fig. 9(a).  

Fig. 9(b) and (c) plot the FEA-simulated mode shape 
around the anchor area and the z displacement amplitude as 
a function of angle θ for a point along the circumference of 
the bottom of the center stem where it attaches to the sub-
strate. Here, the z displacement comprises an average com-
ponent Zdisp, avg and a varying one with peak-to-peak mag-
nitude Zdisp, pp. An increase in either component raises the 
amount of energy lost to the substrate, thereby lowering Q. 

Fig. 10 plots the simulated z-displacement compo-
nents, Zdisp, avg and Zdisp, pp, as a function of  for elliptic 
disks with varying AR values. Here, the simulated 1 μm-
radius, 0.7 μm-tall center stem seems to best couple the vi-
brating energy of the 95-MHz elliptic disk when the 
AR = 1.2, which produces the largest Zdisp, avg, as shown in 
Fig. 10. This observation aligns well with the measurement 
results of Fig. 8 where the elliptic disks with an AR = 1.2 
yield the lowest Q’s. 

In addition, aside from the circular disk case (AR = 1), 
AR = 1.6 yields the smallest Zdisp, avg, which might explain 
why this AR yields the highest measured Q’s for two of the 

curves in Fig. 8. For AR > 1.6, on the other hand, although 
Zdisp, avg magnitudes rise as AR increases, Zdisp, avg's de-
crease, perhaps cancelling the former and allowing Q’s on 
par with that of AR = 1.6, as shown in Fig. 8.  
 

CONCLUSIONS 
By engineering stiffnesses via dimensional ratioing ra-

ther than slots, the demonstrated elliptic disks provide an 
alternative method to achieve displacement amplifying 
resoswitches that retain high resonator Q’s exceeding 
100,000 that should improve the sensitivities of 
resoswitch-based zero-quiescent power radios at VHF. In 
fact, the almost 10× improvement in Q over previous disk 
array and slotted disk approaches should yield sensitivity 
reductions (i.e., improvements) on the order of 10dB. Of 
course, this work presented only polysilicon elliptic 
resoswitches with high contact resistances that preclude 
use in many desired applications. To be useful in an actual 
zero-quiescent power radio, next generation devices should 
employ metals or other more conductive materials at their 
contact interfaces. Methods for doing so without sacrific-
ing Q are currently under study. 
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Fig. 9: (a) Schematic of an elliptic disk dissipating energy 
into the substrate while vibrating. (b) FEA-simulated de-
formation of the center stem bottom (substrate is not 
shown for clarity). (c) Illustration of z displacement com-
ponents versus rotating angle along the circumference at 
the bottom of the center stem when the elliptic disk vi-
brates in the wine glass mode shape. 

 
Fig. 10: FEA-simulated z-displacement components ver-
sus aspect ratio, indicating a large vibration magnitude 
along the z axis when AR = 1.2. 
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